
- Outline the General Pants customer demographic’s lifestyle and their awareness on the issues around
sustainability within the fashion industry; identify any important new shopping habits.

General Pants has a wide customer demographic whose lifestyle choices are fashion forward, as well as socially and
environmentally aware of issues which are faced within the fashion industry. This however depends on the age group targeted and
the choices in which they choose to follow when they look for clothes. The younger demographic of General Pants is greatly
influenced by social media, and with trends constantly changing this means people are buying more clothing items resulting in
increased amounts of fashion items ending up in landfill.

Their main target market however consists of people aged 16-25 creating their target audience to be ‘Gen Z’. In recent times,
customers have become increasingly aware of issues such as sustainability and the impacts of clothing production to our
environment resulting in people to become more conscious shoppers. By people being aware of their impacts it means that they
are more likely to look into how they can buy and support big name brands that are also sustainable.

At General Pants they give their customers a variety of different brands in which they can choose to support, many of which are
sustainable and support sustainable and ethical practices such as Wrangler, Lee, Levi’s and Rollas. General Pants is also a partner
with BCI (Better Cotton Initiative), to try to promote and push towards the use of more sustainable and efficient ways to source and
use cotton. They are also partnered with BlockTexx, which is a company that aims to redirect clothing waste and prevent it from
ending up in landfill. These partnerships are beneficial for General Pants and try to promote sustainable shopping as it shows their
customers the intives they are taking to promote and support organisations that aim to create change.

A shopping habit which is becoming more common is people spending a premium amount for a quality item which will last several
seasons rather than buying cheaper items and contributing to fast fashion. This includes people buying timeless pieces and
spending more money on a main name brand or a higher end brand to buy a quality product which will last years of wear.



- Research and document the key issues of sustainability within this demographic and the fashion industry today.

Fast fashion -
With clothing and fashion trends changing every week, fast fashion has increased significantly as people are buying lower quality
clothes only to wear them a few times resulting in the garment ending up in landfill. This is a major issue with sustainability as the
production of clothes in the fashion industry uses thousands of litres of water each day, just to create one article of clothing. Fast
fashion is also a major problem to the environment as more clothes are being made from synthetic fabrics such as polyester, which
is essentially plastic and it takes up to 200 years to break down in landfill. Even though natural fibres such as cotton and wool exist
and are biodegradable, the use of these fibres can be costly and for them to end up in landfill, it is not the right way for a piece of
clothing to end up being disposed of.

Climate change -
Globally the fashion industry is the leading cause towards the current state of the climate crisis. Each year the industry emits1.2
billion tonnes of CO2 equivalent, which is more emissions than the shipping and aviation industries combined. It was reported that
the fashion industry is the planet’s third largest polluter after food and construction, releasing 5% of the world's greenhouse gas
emissions. Synthetic fibres such as polyester and nylon, have major impacts on climate change as they are non-renewable and are
derived from fossil fuels such as crude oil. It is estimated that 342 million barrels of crude oil is used every year during and in the
production of synthetic fibres. One way to offset the impact of the fashion industry on climate change is by using recycled and
reclaimed fabrics to prevent the already existing fabrics from ending up in an incinerator or landfill and repurposing it.

Land and biodiversity loss -
In order for natural fibres to grow and to be harvested the environment is going to be affected depending on the pesticides,
treatment and the techniques to collect the materials. Plants and animals get affected by the fashion industry though the affects the
industry has on habitat loss and destruction of ecosystems. Globally, the overproduction of textile goods and the consumption rate
of resources will result in extinction and limited amounts of rare and essential natural resources. This is due to the high demand
and overexploitation of natural resources, pollution and effects of climate change which are the main drivers for the causes of
biodiversity loss.



Water stress -
The fashion industry is the second most water- intensive industry in the world, consuming around 79 billion cubic metres of water
per year. The industry puts severe stress on water as it is a highly intensive process to manufacture fabrics, fibres and garments,
as well as to grow and maintain plants needed for natural fabrics such as cotton to be produced. The processing for conventional
textiles requires around 100-150 liters of water per every kilogram of fibre. Not only is this highly water intensive and consumes
immense amounts of water, it also heavily pollutes the water it uses resulting in environmental damage, unhealthy conditions for
workers and major health risks for those who live near processing plants. Water isn't a renewable resource, and considering the
fashion industry is one of the main consumers of the world's usable water, the pollutants from the water usage will become severe
to the point where it will be irreversible if no changes are made to try and reduce the consumption rate.

Chemical use and pollution -
With the production of many fabrics, chemicals are used to soften, stiffen, shape, dye and add many more treatments to fabrics.
The result from using these chemicals is bioproducts which can be hazardous and poisonous and they end up in waterways and
into habitats contaminating the land. About 8,000 synthetic chemicals get used to transform raw materials into textiles and around
20% of industrial water pollution globally is sourced from the treatment and dying processes for textiles. These chemicals
contaminate the billions of litres of water which is used to process the textile and then they are discharged into waterways. Most of
the water waste from these textile factories contain harmful chemicals such as lead, mercury and arsenic, which are all extremely
harmful to aquatic life and the health of millions of people living near water ways. More often than not, this water waste is dumped
into rivers or streams which lead out into major water bodies, coming into contact with several ecosystems and destroying these
systems through the pollutants.



- Using your findings, write a 300–500-word statement, outlining why sustainable and circular practice within Fashion
Design is important to you and your intention behind this collection. Identify what are your focus areas to reduce
social and environmental impact.

Circular fashion practices are important as it allows garments which are ‘destined’ for landfill to have a second chance to be worn
and recycled into a new piece of clothing. Not only does circular fashion stop some clothes from ending up in landfill, it reduces the
use of resources to create more clothes by reusing previously made items to design and create new pieces. Sustainable fashion
practices are also important as the clothes we wear have major effects on the environment with all the harsh chemicals and
bioproducts created from the production of these fabrics. Bioproducts include any form or waste or toxin which is omitted during
and after the products of these goods, and the fashion industry is one of the biggest pollutants of water ways through the use of
harsh chemicals and production of hazardous and poisonous chemicals.

Sustainability and circular practices in fashion design are important to me as I want to try to reduce my impacts on the environment
by using and producing less fabric waste with every project and to recycle and reuse old materials and clothing to create new
wearables. The use of circular practices means that there will be less of a chance that my clothing will end up in landfill as I will be
trying to reuse my old items to create new items which I can wear on a daily basis. My focus areas to reduce my social and
environmental impacts are to become more aware of what brands are sustainable and look into investing into quality clothing
pieces rather than having a quantity of clothes.

Both sustainable and circular practices are crucial if we want to try to reduce our water consumption, pollution rates, biodiversity
loss and impacts to climate change within the fashion industry. Not only will these practices allow for a change in our ecosystems,
but it will make people think before they buy products and realise what their impacts to the world will be. It’s important to make
these issues public and known as the industry needs to be changed and adapted if we want to save our world to prevent the
climate crisis from getting any worse.



Design Inspiration -



Design Sketch -



Final Garment -





Material documentation -

In this patchwork skirt I have used 100% recycled materials including all the notions that I have added. This includes the miss
matched pockets, the Leather Levi’s jean label and the metal button details on the front of the skirt. The fabrics that I have used in
this skirt include several pairs of coloured and textured denim. These jeans contain a fabric content of cotton, elastane as well as
polyester. The elastane and polyester in the denim is to allow the fabric to have stretch and move with the body and I have cut up
sections of stretch and non stretch denim to give the skirt structure and support in places which require it.

The buttons on the front of the skirt were taken from an old denim jacket and I sewed on the waistband and buttons to the other
pattern pieces of my skirt to create a wrap skirt with centre buttons. The Levi’s leather patch was taken from one of the pairs of
jeans which I upcycled into this skirt, and I added it onto the waistband to make the skirt have another element of interest. Same
with the pockets, I took them off the back of 2 different pairs of shorts to continue the patchwork look, and to also add functionality
to the skirt as it allows you to hold various things in the back.


